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Subodh Gupta
ʻSpillʼ, 2007
Stainless steel & stainless steel utensils
Copyright Subodh Gupta, 2010

The Empire Strikes Back”,
an exhibition at the Saatchi
Gallery on till May 2010,
covers art from both India
and Pakistan. Although the
exhibit firmly places the
artists within the rubric of
the former British Empire,
ironically, most of the artists
at the show prefer not to be
typecast by regional
affinities. Libas explores.
by Geeta Alvares Meneses

T

he Saatchi Gallery – renowned for showcasing contemporary art at its most daring
and outrageous – is the collection of
Charles Saatchi, and reflects his personal taste.
He has been instrumental in enhancing many careers, including those of Damien Hirst, Jeff Koons
and Sarah Lucas, some of the most collectable
big names.
Now located at the Duke of York’s HQ building
(a former army barracks) on the King’s Road in
London’s Chelsea, the gallery has seen over a
million people visit the first three survey shows,
namely, ‘The Revolution Continues: New Art
from China’, ‘Unveiled: New Art from the Middle
East’, and ‘Abstract America: New Painting and
Sculpture’.
An undoubted attraction is the fact that the gallery is free to the public, thanks to the backing of
Phillips de Pury & Company.

The current exhibition curated by Charles Saatchi
is an Indian contemporary art survey show. The
26 chosen include three Pakistani born artists
and several diaspora artists from the UK and the
US, who are either already highly collectable or
are fast becoming so.
A presence in this show predicates an automatic thrust to international stardom. The artists
include: Jaishri Abichandani (born in India, works
in the US), Mansoor Ali (born and works in India),
Kriti Arora (born and works in India), Huma
Bhabha (born in Pakistan, works in the US), Ajit
Chauhan (born and works in the US), Shezad
Dawood (born in the UK to a Pakistani mother
and Indian father, and works in the UK), Atul
Dodiya (born and works in India), Chitra Ganesh
(born and works in the US), Probir Gupta (born
and works in India), Sakshi Gupta (born and
works in India), Subodh Gupta (born and works
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in India), Tushar Joag (born and works in India),
Jitish Kallat (born and works in India ), Reena
Saini Kallat (born and works in India), Bharti Kher
(born in the UK, works in India ), Rajan Krishnan
(born and works in India), Huma Mulji (born and
works in Pakistan), Pushpamala N (born and
works in India), Clare Arni (born in the UK, works
in India), Yamini Nayar (born and works in the US),
Justin Ponmany (born and works in India), Rashid
Rana (born and works in Pakistan), TV Santhosh
(born and works in India), Schandra Singh (born
and works in the US), Tallur LN (born in India and
works in India and South Korea), and T Venkanna
(born and works in India).

Bharti Kher
ʻHungry Dogs Eat Dirty Puddingsʼ, 2004
Fibreglass and plastic
Courtesy of the Saatchi Gallery, London
Copyright Bharti Kher, 2010

The exhibition’s title is drawn from the second
‘Star Wars’ film, and has been used before for
a group show at the ATM Gallery in New York in
2002, which was curated by Jason Fox and Cannon Hudson. However, they had a different political emphasis. It was after 9/11, and showed how
the USA retaliated. Pakistani-born Huma Bhabha
showed there.
The Saatchi Gallery is at pains to emphasize that
there is a slight edge to the title because of the
long historical relationship with India, which they
wanted to turn on its head. They wish to set people thinking about questions that are unique to
India and have to do with the Raj, Nehru
and Gandhi. However, the artists have
also tackled politics, war, religion, sex,
the environment, slums, poverty and
migration.
As Rebecca Wilson, the Associate Director of the
Saatchi Gallery puts it: “the work that artists are
making reflects what’s going on socially, politically,
economically…it’s boom time in India and cities
are growing. In the West, we’re more conscious
of the power of Asia and we want to look for the
next big thing.”
The artists in this show – although they’re absorbing traditions of contemporary art, are also hanging onto their own cultural and artistic heritage
Huma Mulji
ʻHer Suburban Dreamʼ, 2009. Mixed media
Courtesy of the Saatchi Gallery, London. Copyright Huma Mulji, 2010
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to produce an interesting range of work which
speaks to the West and that’s why this show is
happening now.
Interviewing some of the artists, it was interesting to observe that the majority resented being
typecast by nationality and almost all thought of
themselves as universal artists.

However, as so many non-European artists are being
treated as brands in the current hyped art world, these
artists too have been branded by the market as ‘commodities from South Asia with a huge marketable value’
However, as so many non-European artists are
being treated as brands in the current hyped art
world, these artists too have been branded by
the market as ‘commodities from South Asia with
a huge marketable value’.

Jitish Kallat, whose solo show opened at the
Haunch of Venison Gallery on February 15, (attesting to his huge marketability as a new art
star) has Gallery 1 to himself for ‘Public Notice
2’. Consisting of 4479 bone-shaped fibre glass
sculptures, it recalls Mahatma Gandhi’s historic
speech on the eve of the epic Salt March to Dandi in 1930 where he emphasized an adherence
to total peace and non-violence whilst following a
path of civil disobedience.
In a world overcome with aggression, this work is
a haunting plea for peace. Kallat’s other paintings
and sculptures are dotted about in other galleries
at the show.
Bharti Kher is seen in ‘An Absence of As
signable Cause’, and ‘Hungry
Dogs Eat Dirty Pudding’,
two of her highly rated
sculptures, along
with ‘Untitled’ (bindis on

Yet it is true that contemporary Indian art is ‘hot’,
and being typecast as such is a positive boon in
this globalised world. On the other hand, some
Pakistani artists have found that their biggest
fans are Indian patrons and they are now gaining
greater international recognition because of this.

painted board). Her use of bindis poses a challenge to women entrenched in tradition. Bharti
Kher opened a solo show at Hauser and Wirth on
March 20, 2010.
She is seen all over the show, but also with her
husband Subodh Gupta in Gallery 8, where his
iconic cooking utensils (both installations and

Schandra Singh in front of ʻThe Lazy Riverʼ
Photo by Geeta Alvares Meneses
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Shezad Dawood in front of Tumblewood pieces
Photo: Geeta Alvares Meneses

Huma Mulji
ʻArabian Delightʼ, 2008
Rexine suitcase, taxidermy camel, metal rods,
wood, cotton wool, fabric. Courtesy of the Saatchi
Gallery, London. Copyright Huma Mulji, 2010

“I would love to have the luxury
to be seen as an artist. When
labels are attached to your work,
whether Pakistani, South Asian
or Indian, the viewfinder
becomes a bit narrow, although
there is no denying the
importance of the region you
belong to; and it will reflect in my
work. Art is not a nationalist
activity”, Rashid Rana observes
paintings) including ‘U.F.O.’ and ‘Spill’ occupy pride of space.
Gupta has achieved global fame with dizzying figures paid for his works
at auctions and solo shows at famous international galleries.
He occupied pride of place with ‘Line of Control’ under the cupola in

Tate Britain during Altermodern, the
fourth Tate Triennial, and has also
had a professorship at the prestigious
Beaux-Arts in Paris.
Gallery 3 is dedicated to Pakistani
born Huma Bhabha’s six sculptures.
Winner of The Aldrich Contemporary
Art Museum Emerging Artist Award in
2008, Bhabha is fascinated by science
fiction and likes to see how far she
can go exploring ideas of primitivism,
futurism and the abstract in the making
of sculpture out of humble discarded
materials such as styrofoam, clay and
wood, “working on innovative ways of
making it and adding to the language
and history of sculpture”.
Her work has open ended associations
and is more about art. She likes to
create “landscapes of human debris”
and deal with “a formal healing or the
resurrection of ruin”.
Grotesque monsters and caricatures
meld with the abstract in her work.
‘Untitled’ is reminiscent of a body
bagged, prostrate praying figure with
two hands outstretched and a tail at
the back atop an altar plinth. Darkly
witty, it is a monument to the victims
of war.
‘The Orientalist’, cast in bronze, is a
portentously intimidating regal figure.
Bhabha is quick to emphasize that she
doesn’t believe in borders or nationalism. As an artist she is free to move
anywhere.

Bharti Kher
ʻAn Absence of Assignable Cause (The Heart)ʼ, 2007
Bindis on fibreglass. Courtesy of the Saatchi Gallery, London. Copyright Bharti Kher, 2010
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Displacement, migration and the ‘Arabisation’ of Pakistan into just another
Middle Eastern state by removing its
South Asian heritage, is what most
concerns Huma Mulji’s practice. ‘Arabian Delight’ consists of a taxidermied

camel jammed into an oversized rexine suitcase.
Saatchi bought this before its acquired notoriety
at the Art Dubai Fair in 2009. The organizers
asked for it to be removed as it offended their
sensibilities. They claimed that the camel was a
national emblem and found the work insulting.
Perhaps it also reminded them of the child jockeys imported in from Pakistan to participate in
cruel camel races, often leading to their untimely
deaths.
Mulji dwells on the absurdities of a society in transition and describes it as “living 200 years in the
past and 30 years in the future all at once”.
Her ‘Suburban Dream’ depicts a stuffed water
buffalo forcing its elongated head through a
concrete water pipe at the mercy of humanity in a
degrading position. This unexpected juxtaposition
explores chaos and change in the society that
has produced it.

A portrait of Huma Mulji

T V Santhosh’s lurid green, orange and red photo
negative canvases use an intentionally shocking use of colour to draw our attention to the
themes of global terrorism.‘Tracing an Ancient
Error’, and ‘Stitching an Undefined Border’ are
large paintings and depict a world on the brink of
an apocalypse. Both works deal with the border
issues between Pakistan and India and the effects
of terrorism on its helpless victims.
He asks “What are the political strategies behind
this violence and who is the real enemy in the
context of terror?” Santhosh shows that news
recorded generated images have the potential to
manipulate our understanding of what is present.
In financial terms his works have been reaching
dizzy heights.
Shezad Dawood’s concern with being a liberal
Muslim South Asian are reflected in the tumbleweed sculptures named after the ‘Ninety-nine
Beautiful Names of God’ from the Sufi cosmology,
intended to describe every aspect of the divine.
The four displayed are: ‘The Bestower’, ‘The
Majestic’, ‘The Judge’ and ‘The Protector’.
Made of tumbleweed (imported from Kansas), the
pieces are illuminated by a different coloured neon
light within a Perspex box placed upon a black
monolithic plinth.
Islam spread via the desert like the tumbleweed
(also a metaphor for the colonization of the American West). The plinth points to the Kaaba, to
Malevitch’s Black Square and to Stanley Kubrick’s
‘2001, a Space Odyssey’, where Neolithic man is
awed by its presence. It is the realization of negative and positive space, of light and dark and the
colours encompassed within.
His works play with the idea of accretion and
there are always several layers of meaning within,
working in an evolutionary process, often in tandem. He calls them “rhizomatic”, and they are the
synthesis of a personal heritage, encompassing
East and West with all its attendant sophistication.
Dawood enjoys the witty interplay of cowboys
and Indians (South Asians inextricably mixed into
this practice). > 191

Huma Bhabha
ʻThe Orientalistʼ
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